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intercept points (PIPs), as .I suc ey would cover the 
completeBPI engagement volumein space. 
Advantages of this approach are: ( 1) one or more GS 
may attack the target and thus increase the kill 
probability, (2) objects that are indistinguishable 
from the true target will also be attacked and thus 
increase the hit probability, and W l y  (3) the most 
likely BPI counteRneasure consists of booster jinking 
or GEM maneuvers that would be rendered 
ineff‘ve because a boosting target while 
maneuvering away fiom one GS may actually be 
maneuvering itself into a collision tmjectory with 
another GS in the net. 

Inclepenht of any specific Wing mode, a BPI 
mission would require a Carrier Vehicle (CV), 
carrying multiple GS MKVs, to deploy its payload to 
multiple Predicted Intercept Points (PIPs) as is shown 
in Fig. 1 (assuming a &%e basing mode). Each GS 
would then home to its initid pefspective PIP. These 
PIPs can be updated frequently as the estimate of the 
threat maneuvering envelope changes. For the BPI 
mission, it is generally agreed that each GS will need 
to have more than 500 m/s of Av and greater than 5 
g’s of acceleration. Each GS will also have the 
capability to communicate with the CV and receive 
PIP updates. This is similar to a shotgun approach, 
but is more effective because of the ‘‘smart pellets” or 
Genius Sand MKVs can independently home to a 
target. Under this scenario, multiple GS W V s  can 
either attack the same target thus increasing the kill 
probability, or the pack of GS MKVs might attack a 
salvo launch of multiple boosthg targets . 
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Fig. 1. Example of deploying a net of MKVs te wver 
all the bogst phase predicted intercept paimb 

Because the PIPs completely cover the 
maneuvering envelope of the target booster, it 
renders the jinking or GEM evasive maneuvers 
ineffective. For example, a booster rnaneuveriw 
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System Performance kealysis 
Figures 3 and 4 sGrmmarize a prelilwinesy 

analysis based on six-degree-of-frdum (6LX3F) 
models of MKV performance. These detailed 
calculations were developed to investigae a lower 
bound on the required perfonnance of the MKV in 
midcourse engagements. We ass- that the carrier 
vehicle would place the MKVs on m intercept 
trajectory with an individual target cluster and the 
MKV only need to interdict a target in the clwter. 
Since these targets are ballistic this S ~ Q  

represents the lower end of the CaDabilities needed in _._ ... 

the GS MKVs The analysis resuli are summarized in 
Figures 3% 3b, 3c and Figures 4% 4b, and k. ' ' The key MKV parameters of interest include: 
vehicle divert acceleration, Av, seeker IFOV and 
FOV, guidance update rate, inertial measure unit 
(IMU) drift rate, and total MKV mass budget. 
Figures 3% 3b, and 3c respectively show that an 
acceptable IMU drift rate is - Z o k ,  a Av budget of 
only 50 d s ,  and a divert acceleration of 2 gs. 
Similarly, Figures 4% 4b, and 4c show the Monte 
Carlo simulation results verifying the requirements 
for guidance update rate of 30 Hz, divert acceleration 
of less than 3 gs, and a seeker IFOV of less than 50 
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Concept of Operatioms System Drivers 
En our approach we consider that the h i u s  

Sand Mini-KV is essentially a sub-scale version of a 
standard exo-atmospheric kinetic kill vehicle. Its 
essential systems, including, its Seeker, miniatmized 
IMU, processor module, power and propulsion 
systems, must perform many of the same f inct im 10% 
in a hll-up KV. The level of fUnct"i0rmlity requited 
by these systems will however, depend strongly an 
the overall system architecture chosen. This will in 
turn, determine the level of autonomy or redundant 
capability that is designed into each MKV 01 the 
system of MKVs. There are severs1 approaches to 
take for the system architecture that will s i g n i f i d y  
effect the capability of the MKVs. For example, if we 
assume they are transported together to the &ea& 
cloud(s) by a Carrier Vehi'cle (CV), it is reasonable to 
rely on this carrier vehicle to perform some portion of 
the intercept mission. The carrier size would n d  to 
accommodate a large quantity of MKVs (tens to 
hundreds of vehicles), which may also offer the 
placement of a significantly larger Seeker telescope 
on the CV, as compared to that carried on each 
MKV. Also the total Av and acceleration capability 
of the CV will affect these same parameters on the 
MKV. A large seeker telescope aperture on the The MKV mwt perform a maneuver to generate 

sufficient velocity to minimize the miss distance. 
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Even with a 1Oq~ vehicle 

which would rteult in up to 5 km of 
(if tbs vehicle bad an additianal lkmh of Av). For 

. With a1 0 Ws 
clodpin$ velocity, m 

the MKV's seeker acquisition range 
capability will maximize its intempt 
Howom, both of these capabilities WI 
mass and.wstoftbe MKV. Larger 

of all th8 various 'I 

A weapon system tbat dies OD 
.coordinated fimctioaaity (post&plo 

fbrtbe MKV. The carrier active biseatilc illummatm 
vehicle am provide target illumination (or , 

designation) f ir  the MKVs with a laser il 
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platform will ease any on-hard battle management 
that the carrier vehicle must perform in coordinating 
the dispatch of the swarm of MKVs. The MKVs can 
also use a GPS receiver to maneuver themselves to a 
PIP location, provided either before or after their off- 
load from the carrier vehicle. 

Another possible mode of operation is to have 
the carrier vehicle perform a significant breaking 
maneuver after it has deployed its payload of MKVs, 
This would enable the carrier to fall behind the 
swarm of MKVs and observe the engagement to 
monitor the success of the mini-KV's intercept 
performance. The carrier can perform a local kill 
assessment function, which observes the size of the 
flashes and resulting debris cloud. The high 
resolution, short-range imaging afforded by the CV 
offers a unique observation platform from which to 
assess the phenomenology of the intercepts, and can 
provide a high confidence indication of how many 
"real" targets were interdicted. Further, if a tweway 
communications capability is chosen for the MKV, 
then a compressed sequence of end-game imagery 
can be obtained from each vehicle, providing a 
terminal view of the target and an independent 
measurement of kill assessment from each MKV 
interceptor. 

Subsystem Tee hnologies 
The mini-KV consists of a sub-scale version 

of kinetic kill vehicle. Its essential system include a 
seeker, miniaturized IMU, processor, power system 
and DACS propulsion system. There is a variety of 
available technologies found in the consumer 
electronics area that offer high performance yet meet 
the strict volume, mass and power requirements 
needed for a few kilogram mass MKV. The 
proliferation of new CMOS imagers in the digital 
imaging market, advanced processols for handheld 
PDAs and notebook computers, and lightweight Li- 
ion battery packs in cell phones and other portable 
electronic products, provide a rich technology base 
on which to draw. In addition, the continued 
development of MEMS technologies will enable the 
further miniaturization of inertial measurement units 
(IMUs) to a level that will make their incorporation 
into an MKV both practical and affordable [2]. 

Cost is also a significant driver for the MKVs, 
and we are investigating a range of subsystem 
solutions that leverage the commercial sector's 
production base for this hardware. Since large 
numbers (tens to hundreds) of MKVs will be needed 
per engagement against a single threat cl~wd, of up to 
hundreds of objects, finding usable t e~hno l~g ie~  that 
o&r low costs and quantity production is essential. 
Through selection of the correct partition W e e n  

Gs vebfclr cunfigur&tim 
Figure 5 dmws a preliminary reprcsatative 

design of a 2 kg mae+s prototype M V  for midcourse 
qplicatiuns. This vehicle is capa0k of 500 nr/s of Av 

would need 5 g's af acceleration and preEerably more 
Av in additim to a more a p b l e  set af sensors. This 
would r q u k  trigher thus$ more pmpllmt and 
likely result in a slightly havier mass vehicle. As 
shown in the figwe, the key technologies of LLNL's 
GS Vehicle me: (1) lightweight self-pressurizing 
p-qxllarit tarrk;, (2) micro-el@w+mhical system 
OrZEMs); based thrussea for ACS a d  divert, (3) 
namEnghe processor, (4) hi& mer= demity 
battery, (5 )  miniatwe avionics and a MEMS based 
I M W  a d  (6) lightweight replicated compact 
manpasite optics. 

d 2 g'S afaEce1dQll. Fat' BPI miCatiQSI, We 
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this technology, and it is being pursued along a bmad 
front of focal plane m y  (FPA) detector materials 
and device configurations. 

If it is determined that the seeker must only 
provide the final endgame imaging, then recent 
developments in h4EMS based microb~lometer 
arrays could provide the most practical and 
affordable solution. Recent micmbobmeter imaging 
cameras offer high sensitivities (< 80 mK AT @ fll 
optical systems) and significant pixel cgtmts (320 x 
240) with unco~led device operation. Unr;aoled 
microbolometer devices are fairly recent 
developments, but they have been in research and 
development for over a decade. Severs1 differem 
material choices and device architectures have been 
demonstrated on these FPAs. These madern devices 
leverage CMOS and MEMS fabsicatiog processes, 
and have eliminated the need for mechanical beam 
choppers which plagued earlier devices. Bath 
amorphous silicon and Vanadium Oxide (VOX) 
microbolometer imaging arrays have been developed 
that respond electrically to thermally induced 
changes in their themally isolated pixel element%. 
The amorphous silicon devices have time-wmtwm 
that are an order of magnitude shorter (few 
milliseconds) than the VOX devices (10 to 30 m]. 
However, the VOX devices are more sensitive and the 
needed firame rates for this system can be supported 
by either technology. A fsst (high light collesting, 
VI) optical system will be needed to provide ~~z 
photon collection over a broad LWIR SpeGtral b d  
The diameter and focal length of the MKV seeker 
aperture and the choice a€ FPA, will determine the 
acquisition and tracking range against a given tatget 
signal. 

It is noteworthy to mention, that under ambient 
solar illumination a small 1 -meter diameter target is 
visible at several thousand kilometers, using only a 
small 5 cm aperture visible sensor. If a visible iamger 
is desired, a broad range of devices can be used in an 
MKV seeker. Due to consumer demand, a large 
number of high performance visible imagers are 
candidates for this application. Imagers b d  on 
either CMOS active pixel FPAs or c~nventiond 
CCDs can be considered for this application. CMOS 
arrays offer extremely low power d highly 
integrated functions including camera-on-a-chip 
systems. However, in order to guarantee target 
illumination in all instances, these imagers would 
require some form of active illumination. It is 
unlikely that the MKV's mass budget can bierate 
carrying a laser illumination system. However, the 
carrier vehicle could cany a laser transmitter that 
could provide this illumination in 8 bi-static 
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(8b) Proposed CV & MKV experiment 

(8c) Envisioned deployment concept 

Fig. 8 Proposed joint CV and MKV 
hit-to-kill experiment to demonstrate MKV 
deployment concept 

An integratedtestbed can be used as ameans to 
provide a high fidelity evaluation of subsystem 
technologies and integrated perfomarm of several 
component configurations. 4DOF and 5DOF tests are 
used to evaluate system performance. Figure 8 shows 
a functioning dynamic air bearing table and ground 
test vehicles that have been developed at LLNL and 
which could be used to support CV and MKV 
integrated testing. Our approach is to develop bath a 
hardware testbed as well as a software testbed that 
accurately models the performance capabilities of an 
MKV and our laboratory set-up. Using our 6DOF 
model of the MKV hardware and algorithms, we will 
perfom a set of Monte-Carlo simulations and 
validate the system performance measures with as 
many ground intercept flight experiments as need& 
(usually 10 or more would be sufficient). A good 
match between Monte-Carlo intercept flight 
experiments and Monte-Carlo simulation runs would 
give us the highest confidence that the final miss 
distance performance measurements are accurate. We 
have successfLlly conducted such an experiment and 
the results are published in the 1999 AIAA Weapons 
Effectiveness Conference. (See Ref. [3,4]) 

1. 
r 

Summary 
We have generated a preliminary conceptual 

design of an MKV we have named Genius Sand as a 
tribute to the earlier generation of developments of 
LLNL's Brilliant Pebbles SBI system. We have 
evaluated a preliminary set of trades to determine 
how these flowdown into our MKV concept system. 
Further effort on this front is needed to evaluate 
further define the interactions between the MKVs and 
their CV. 

We expect that a combined visible and LwlR 
capable Seeker will provide the most flexible system 
architecture. We currently are examining several 
ways to implement the miniaturized liquid DACS for 
the MKV. We believe a non-toxic propellant such as 
high concentration hydrogen peroxide (85-95% 
H202) offers a very effective propellant for this 
application. Several propellant pressurization 
approaches are under consideration and several 
appear quite feasible. Further development work on 
high flux density catalyst bed offer the hope of very 
small high thrust thrusters for these miniaturized 
DACS. A miniaturized reciprocating pumps also 
appear feasible at this scale. We believe that 
continued developments in commercial electronics 
will allow for the very small System on Chip (SOC) 
implementation of the full avionics set for this these 
MKVs as well as very light weight batteries and 
power conditioning circuitry. With a focused 
development program and LLNL's integrated ground 

11' AIAA/MDA Technology Conference and Exhibit. Monterey. California, 29 July-2 August 2002. 
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responsibility for control system hardware a d  
software development, system integration, and 
transition to operational status of five different 
automated optics handling system. He has also 
provided engineering expertise to the SLAC 
accelerator project, a waste water treatment plant, and 
military tank model simulations. Dr. Mch4ahon has 
published several papers on nonlinear control 
techniques for automotive and transportation syystenrs 
and automated systems for optics handling. 

Murk Jones, Electronics Lead, has worked in the 
field of electronics since 1977. He holds a B.S. 
degree in Computer Engineering h m  the University 
of the Pacific, Stockton, CA. Mark came to LLNL in 
1984 where he has worked in electronics engineering, 
software development, and system integration on 
space-related projects including Brilliant Pebbles, 
MSTI, Clementine, and Clementine 11. C w e d y ,  
Mark leads the avionics effort for the ATKV 
Technologies Program. 
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